-S3   CONSTITUTIONAL LA W OF BRITISH DOMINIONS
Chapter port in the shape of the United Kingdom, they might
	;    easily have been driven to unite for protection; but, as
it was, the well-meant efforts of Lord Grey in 1849-50
to insert federal clauses in the constitution then granted
as a preparation for self-government were bitterly criti-
cised. Gradually the advantage of federation became
visible, strengthened, of course, by the coming into being
of the Canadian federation. External danger counted
for comparatively little, though as early as 1870 the
Franco-German war had evoked in Victoria thoughts
of neutrality. The tension with Russia in 1877-78 and
1886 counted for something, still more the defeat of
China by Japan in 1894, but the more practical foreign
issue was that of the exclusion of Chinese and Japanese
immigrants, and with that went the exclusion of British
Indians. Defence would be more effective, British ex-
perts reported, if there was federation, and the pious
belief prevailed that it might even be cheaper. Eco-
nomic issues loomed much larger. It would be excel-
lent to abolish all customs barriers and to create within
the new unit freedom of trade with protection against
the rest of the world. The substitution of one great
community for six weaker bodies would bring a great
impetus to trade and commerce. Money could be bor-
rowed more cheaply on federal security, and the Aus-
tralians were prodigious borrowers. The war of railway
rates on the frontiers of the colonies by which each
sought to secure business for itself at the expense of its
neighbours would be ended. The disputes over the use
of the river Murray for irrigation and navigation would
become capable of solution. The divergence of legis-
lation on a multitude of commercial and industrial
topics would be ended with all that meant in the

